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Davis Advertising, Inc. Takes Two Gold Awards.

ATLANTA, GA Friday, July 25, 2003 -- Davis Advertising, Inc. a small Atlanta advertising agency, has just been awarded two gold awards at the 2003 Aurora Awards Film & Video Competition (www.AuroraAwards.com).

The first submission, “Join the Fight” (in the Public Service-Non-profit Sponsor category), is a :30 television commercial addressing the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The Public Service Announcement (PSA) was created at the request of AdForum.com, an international association of advertising agencies, as part of its Advertising Community Together (ACT) initiative. The :30 PSA was done entirely with donated talent. The PSA is a “call for unity” of the American people in a time of great despair -- contrasting the terrorists’ “murderous slaughter” (“Face of Terrorism”) against innocent American citizens going about their lives (“Face of Freedom”). The spot ends with a reminder of those who have fought and died for the freedoms all Americans enjoy, urging Americans to “Join the Fight” and “Renew the Face of Freedom.”

The spot has been exhibited around the world including the 49th International Advertising Festival in Cannes. It is available for viewing at AdForum.com in the ACT section.

Robert Davis, Writer/Producer/Creative Director, enlisted dozens of people who were eager to donate their talents and energy. “I was greatly encouraged by the selfless attitude of those who were so willing to donate their time, talents and facilities to this important initiative against terrorism.” 

The second submission, “Time for a Change” (in the Automotive Goods & Services category), is a television spot for American Lube Fast and Super Lube, a regional chain of auto service centers. The spot is a “slice of life” parody of a young married man who is missing out on “family activities” because he is always changing the oil in his classic GTO convertible. The family’s golden retriever tires of this and takes action by pulling the man out from under the car. The voiceover asks, “Isn’t it Time for a Change?” The man gets the message and the family happily goes off to American Lube Fast for its “Fast, Guaranteed Service -- Certified Technicians,” etc.

The commercial is airing in Georgia, Florida and Alabama markets. There are :30 and :60 versions. The :60 spot contains a :10 tag that can be changed to accommodate new promotions and store openings.

The soundtrack for both commercials was scored and produced in Davis Advertising, Inc.’s award winning Pro-Tools® recording studio. All music was created specifically for the commercials.

In addition to creative development, Davis Advertising, Inc. takes full advantage of the current revolution in video editing and special effects animation and type effects in the production of commercials and corporate videos. The agency can now do post-production totally in-house in its new, industry standard AVID® video-editing suite.


Contact Robert Davis at Robert@DavisAdvertisingInc.com for more information, including a list of contributors who donated to the “Join the Fight” 9/11 spot.

Founded in 1989, Davis Advertising, Inc. is a small, full service marketing, advertising, and public relations agency located in metro-Atlanta.
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